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ALL TRADES
At Allscaf Access we take pride
in our ability to service “all trades”.
The expression “no job too small
or too large” certainly applies to us.

From minor repairs
to major works

Whether you need to install a
new light over a set of stairs, repair
some guttering or paint the gable
of a house, we have the experience
and equipment to assist.

During our 30 years in business, we have
faced a variety of challenges, which has
given us the expertise to tackle every job
from the most simple to the very complex.
Every project is unique and requires a
tailored approach using the right selection
of equipment. Our range of equipment
includes, Mobile scaffolds, Aliwedge
(aluminium) and Steel system scaffolds.
When these products are combined with
our specialised accessories, areas that are
difficult to reach can be easily accessed.
Allscaf Access has been used in shopping
centres, high rise buildings and houses to
assist plasterers, fire sprinkler contractors,
painters and plumbers. We have a fleet of
trucks and utes so we can offer a prompt
and reliable service.
Trades:

PROVIDER OF TOP QUALITY SCAFFOLDING AND ACCESS

Blocklayers

Gas fitters

Bricklayers

Glaziers

Carpenters

Painters

Ceiling fixers

Plasterers

Cold-room erectors

Plumbers

Concrete repairers

Renderers

Electricians

Roofers

Fencers

Sign writers

 ire Sprinkler
F
Installers

Wall cladding

INDUSTRIAL
MAINTENANCE

Specialised
equipment and over
30 years’ experience

Allscaf Access provides
tailor-made solutions for the
Industrial Sector combining
our various aluminium and steel
systems with our engineered
accessories to assist our clients
with plant breakdowns
and ongoing maintenance.

Our existing contracts with major processing
plants have Allscaf Access geared for the
unusual and complex jobs. No two jobs are
the same so the experience gained from our
current clients enables us to respond quickly
and efficiently.
Our design team and experienced scaffold
staff use our “Aliwedge” System (Aluminium
Kwikstage) and specialised accessories
to create ‘Cantilever’, ‘Drop’ and ‘Birdcage’
Scaffolds. All scaffolds are designed
and installed with all the required safety
documentation and approvals. We realise
the downtime associated with breakdowns
and maintenance is costly, so to fit in
with your schedule our dedicated team
can work out of normal hours or on
weekends if required.
We have designed scaffolding
maintenance solutions for:
Meat + food processing plants
Rail bridge maintenance
Electrical sub stations
Oil + gas refineries.
Sewage waste facilities
Communication towers
Major Queensland power stations
Designs used:

allscafaccess.com.au

Cantilever scaffolds

Birdcage scaffolds

Drop scaffolds

Mobile scaffolds
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RESIDENTIAL
Allscaf Access designs, delivers
and erects scaffolding for the
residential market. It caters
for new builds, extensions and
renovations using both steel
and aluminium scaffold systems.
Whether it is a standard brick home or an
architectural masterpiece on a small block
Allscaf Access can utilise one of its scaffold
systems to install a safe, well designed
scaffold, so all trades can perform their work.
Using our Aliwedge System (Aluminium
Kwikstage) we can step seamlessly from
ground level to a lower roof to allow access
and ‘roof fall’ protection. This system allows
for ‘walkthru’ work areas without any
obstructions. For brickwork or blockwork
our Steel Kwikstage System is a proven
safe, reliable and robust scaffold.
Safety is paramount for every project
we design and build. Allscaf Access
prepares a safety assessment and provides
compliant documentation and drawings
specific to that project.

COMMERCIAL
Allscaf Access provides a
complete and professional
service for the larger construction
industry. These projects include
apartment blocks, universities,
schools, aged care, government
and commercial buildings.
At Allscaf Access our professional
and experienced designers, estimators
and scaffold crews understand the time
and safety requirements of larger building
projects. Our scaffold solutions ensure
that your project stays on track and budget.

 liwedge (aluminium) System Scaffold
A
Innovative, Versatile and Medium-duty
Steel System Scaffold
Australia’s most popular ‘Heavy-duty’ Steel System
Aluminium Mobile Scaffold
Easy-to-use, Adjustable and Mobile
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